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Crypto Corrections Complete
Bitcoin Cycle Lows Fulfilled
Aug. 3, 2017: Bitcoin and Ethereum fulfilled their
downside projections with uncanny precision - dropping
right to their May 26/27th lows (’4th wave of lesser degree
support’’) - the ultimate targets for their recent correction
at ~1900/Bitcoin & ~138/Ethereum.

At the same time, Bitcoin fulfilled multi-year anniversary cycles and a combination of a 7-Year Cycle & a 3.5 Year Cycle low-low-low-(low) Cycle Progression that
focused on mid-July 2017 for a decisive low in Bitcoin. Corroborating that, Gold fulfilled daily, weekly &
intra-year projections for a bottom near mid-2017 (July 10 - 12th was the convergence of daily cycles).
That was expected to usher in the early phase of a ’3’ of ’3’ wave advance in Gold, poised to accelerate
higher in 4Q 2017/1Q 2018. That is likely to coincide with another leg down in the Dollar - an event that
could add more support to Bitcoin. The following is a recap of recent, related analysis - compiled to bring
newer readers up to speed on this overall discussion for a major Currency War in 2017--2021...
07-29-17 - Gold,

Oil & Middle East

There is another cycle, actually a trio of converging cycles, that overlaps the Decennial Danger Period.
One of those is in Crude Oil and has been discussed since late-2015. A brief synopsis of the outlook has
been that Crude would plummet from mid-2014 (a consistent 3-year cycle high) into early-2016 - when CruCa-Ble cycles bottomed.
[In 2015, Cru-Ca-Ble was the term coined for the corresponding and highly correlated Crude, Canadian
Dollar & Russian Ruble markets - all projected to plummet into 1Q 2016, at which time a multi-year low was
forecast. The projected scenario was to see a 12--18 month bottoming process with Crude not expected to
mount a sustained advance until after Sept. 2017.]
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All three oil-related markets did plummet from
mid-2014 into late-2015 and all three did bottom in
1Q 2016 - in the month of January. Since then, all
three have been tracing out a bottoming pattern remaining above those Jan. ‘16 lows but not mounting any significant advances beyond normal 2--3
month intermediate rallies.

it is a normal and healthy period of accumulation
when prior bears are slowly losing their confidence
and previously-burned bulls are cautiously sticking
their toe back into the water.
Gold was projected to mimic its 2016 pattern
(convincing rally for ~60% of a related cycle & sizeable sell-off for the remaining 40%) in 2017, albeit
on a slightly smaller scale. So, instead of a 6--7
month advance, it should only rally for 4--5 months.
And instead of a subsequent 5-month decline, it
should only correct for 2--4 months (see the January
‘17 INSIIDE Track for related discussion).

At the same time, Gold was forecast to see a
Major, multi-year low in late-2015 and then enter the
‘Golden Year’ in 2016. So that this is not misunderstood - or misconstrued to support a ‘gold is going
to the moon’ mentality - it is important to review exactly how that was described back then…

If that unfolded as expected, Gold should be
setting its next ascending low in 3Q 2017 (late-2016
low was higher than late-2015 low and 3Q 2017 low
should be higher than late-2016 low) and then beginning to enter a series of more convincing advances in late-2017--late-2018… first subtle but
then growing in intensity as that period unfolds.

2016 was projected to be the year in which
Gold experienced the largest & longest advance in
at least 3--4 years - providing a revealing 4-Shadow
Signal and confirming that a multi-year bottom was
in place. That advance was projected to last at
least 6 months and take precious metals higher into
mid-2016. After that, a serious setback was forecast to take metals lower into late-2016 (the first two
phases of a bottom).

H.A.M.C.
Most veteran readers are, by now, intimately
familiar with Hadik’s Axiom of Market Correlation.
Instead of quoting it (this, and many other axioms
and trading indicators can be found in Eric Hadik’s
Tech Tip Reference Library), I will simply paraphrase it and focus on the applicable aspect of it…

That would be the ‘2’ wave of a much larger 5wave advance (with two more advances & one more
intervening correction to follow the late-2016 bottom). Similar to what was described for Crude, the
Loon & the Ruble, metals would need to undergo a
lengthy bottoming process (1--2 years) even as
Gold was expected to be confirming that a multiyear low was already intact (late-2015) and showing
signs of a future accelerated advance to follow.

Simply put, alleged ’correlated’ markets only
trade in tandem during extreme or accelerated
phases of the lead market. When the Dollar is trading in a 2 or 3 month trading range, swinging back &
forth on a 3--5 day basis, the correlation to Gold is
almost non-existent.

Markets rarely switch from damaging downtrend to euphoric uptrend in a 1 or 2 month period.
That shift can often take 1--2 years to unfold (like
1999--2002), even though higher lows are steadily
forming during that 12--24 month period.

However, if the Dollar is dropping to new 5--10
year lows (or vice-versa) and accelerating to the
downside, Gold is far more likely to take notice and
move sharply in the opposite direction since the
accepted ‘correlation’ is in inverse one…

The accelerated, parabolic rallies - when they
emerge - are often much closer to the end of an
overall cycle since 80-90% of the overall price advance can often occur in the final 10-20% of the up
cycle. That is usually in the ‘3rd’ wave advance, but
can sometimes wait until the ‘5th’ wave. Until then,
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DOLLAR REINFORCING LATE-2016/EARLY-2017 CYCLE HIGH
7-31-17: The Dollar Index extended the magnitude & duration of this decline beyond the comparative durations of the previous two drops (mid-’15 & late-’15/early-’16) - triggering a revealing (negative) 4Shadow signal while confirming that at least a 6--12 month peak is intact.
This comes on the heels of it turning its monthly trend down (a lagging/confirming indicator), initially
confirming that a 6--12 month peak was in place. The more important factor in all this is the corroboration this price action has given to the overall outlook. For several years, the outlook was for another multi
-year advance from May 2014 into late-2016/early-2017.
That was fulfilled when the Dollar advanced into late-2016 and then briefly spiked higher to begin
2017. By rallying into the end of 2016, the Dollar accomplished several key objectives that again validate
the longer-term analysis:
-- It perpetuated a 7.5--7.75 year high (Jan. 1994)--high (July 2001)--high (Mar. 2009)--high
(Dec. 2016) Cycle Progression that had previously timed multi-year lows in 1973, 1980 & 1987,
before inverting this ~7-Year Cycle and producing those 4 subsequent highs.
-- It rallied into the middle of the 2013--2021 time frame - a period identified by the 40-Year Cycle
and projected to time a seismic currency shift.
-- It accurately predicted the election of a Republican President - perpetuating a correlation dating back to the mid-1980’s.
-- It topped when Gold was setting a secondary low - a divergence that has prevailed in the Dollar vs. Gold interplay for decades. (Conversely, the Dollar had set its secondary low when Gold
was setting its ultimate high - in 2011.)
Looking out on the horizon, the ideal time for the next 1--2 year low is in 2Q 2018 - ideally in May
2018. A low at that time would complete a 7-Year Cycle from the (secondary) May 2011 low and perpetuate a ~2-year high (June ‘10)--high (May ‘12 - highest monthly close) low (May ‘14)--low (May ‘16)-low (May 2018) Cycle Progression.“
Aug. 3, 2017 - The Dollar Index is corroborating the outlook for crypto-currency and in particular Bitcoin. As described in recent months, the most significant (monthly & yearly) cycle in Bitcoin was/is a
decisive cycle low on mid-July. When Bitcoin & Ethereum reached their downside price targets (the levels of the May 27th lows - a type of ’4th wave of lesser degree’ support) in mid-July, they fulfilled timing
AND price objectives for a multi-quarter bottom that should spur a new impulse wave hgher.
This came on the heels of Gold & Silver bottoming in sync with daily, weekly & monthly cycles on
July 10 - and in conjunction with the overall outlook for 2017 that projected a secondary low in mid-2017,
before the onset of a more convincing advance. Gold is projecting another ascending low in earlyAugust and an overall advance into 1Q 2018 (coinciding with analysis for another Dollar decline in late2017/early-2018. Could Bitcoin rally in tandem? IT
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geopolitical upheaval and Gold &
Crude...The reason for discussing this is to
preface an ongoing discussion that involves the other third of this and the continued focus on Sept./Oct. 2017... IT
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~60-Degree Cycle in Bitcoin
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mid-Nov. ‘17?

[End Aug, 2017 INSIIDE Track excerpt]
8-03-17 - With Bitcoin fulfilling downside
objectives and bottoming in perfect sync with
longer-term cycles (immediately after attacking their May 27th lows at ~1900/Bitcoin &
138/Ethereum), the stage is set for a new
impulse wave with a pair of geometric cycles
providing critical guidance.

mid-Sept. ‘17?

mid-Mar. ‘17
mid-May ‘17
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They have been discussed in related
publications and portend a subsequent low in
mid-Sept. and potential overall rally into midNov. 2017 (see accompanying diagram).
Related analysis can be viewed in multiple
Special Reports.
Refer to the Weekly Re-Lay & INSIIDE
Track for updated analysis & related trading
strategies. IT

mid-Jly. ‘17

Bitcoin: Mid-July ‘17 Cycle Low
Jan. ‘21?

Jan. ‘07

July ‘17
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Jly. ‘10

Jan. ‘14

3.5-Year Cycle in Bitcoin

Information is from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Due to futures’ volatility, recommendations are subject to change
without notice. Readers using this information are solely responsible for their actions and invest at their own risk. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. Principles, employees & associates of INSIIDE Track Trading Corporation may have positions in recommended futures or options. The discussion and/
or analysis of any stock, ETF or Index is strictly for educational purposes and is not an offer to buy or sell securities nor a recommendation to do so. Please check
all information before making an investment. No part of this publication may be reproduced or re-transmitted without the editor’s written consent. All Tech Tips
 -- and the term Tech Tips  -- are trademarks of INSIIDE TRACK Trading Corporation and all unauthorized reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Eric S. Hadik -- Editor
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HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR
IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS
OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL
TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF
FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF
TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
THERE ARE MANY OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED
FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS -- ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
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